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The term smaller town centers encompasses widespread presence characterizing the national country: small towns with population of less than five thousand inhabitants, located generally in disadvantaged positions, away from the main economic attractors, characterized by a predominantly rural cultural past, they find the strength of identity in the quality of the landscape and in connection with the territory in which they are located. In the national rural system the cases in which the smaller towns are in trouble are numerous: some of the main factors hampering the development are the demographic crisis, an aging population, the lack of employment opportunities, difficulties in getting basic services.

Besides critical issues that hinder positive developments there are also a big potential represented by a historical, social, cultural, scenic heritage that, that if it was properly managed, would instead be the engine of change. For decades the new models related to the urban world and to the seriality are putting a strain on this assets, with a construction indifferent to the specific context, with a low-density sprawl that is homogenizing the landscape perceptions that were once more specific and related to the context.

The objective of this paper is to define criteria and guidelines that can direct the actions and transformations in the historical minors centers, limiting the silent destruction of local resources (and therefore opportunities), which is generated by poor quality design practices and not very attentive to the consequences that generate both a limited and punctual sphere, both in the overall landscape system. The guidelines are not prescriptive claims, nor intended to be an exhaustive treatment of the many topics covered, but they want to highlight the various aspects that must be considered to return value to the sites, with attention to the context of the project but also to the necessity of current life.
The case study is identified in the area of Monferrato Casalese, the territory is characterized by the presence of many small hill towns, which arose mainly from the XI and XIV centuries, currently in development's difficulties both for the not decisive role of agriculture and the industrial crisis that involved many companies that were established here during the '900. Both factors have resulted in a demographic crisis that has not prevented decades of design practices and settlement-free quality.

The definition of guidelines, in the specific field of the historical centers in the hills municipalities of Monferrato Casalese, has been achieved by an empirical method of reading data collected on site, in particular with an urban scale of observation that allowed to highlight the characters most perceptible in the fruition of historical centers, but also the relationships between them and the outside. The interpretation of these data has revealed the critical aspects of small towns that, articulated in relation with five priorities and related issues for planning works, have defined the basis for the formulation of improvement actions and for the control of the urban landscape and the town centers, in order to contribute to the development of the area.

The identification of best practice, related to the issues identified in the guidelines, is intended to clarify materially the actions suggested, but also to stimulate the implementation of practices qualifying the project context.
Schematic summary of the guidelines’ articulation relating to one of the five objectives identified

Finally, we verified the effectiveness of such guidelines in one of the historical centers of the study’s area, Villadeati, in which the reading of the place, of the critical issues and the resources has led to the definition of some planning addresses increasing the assets’ value.

Diagram of the guidelines’ verification process in the little historic center of Villadeati, with an example of an address’ plan card
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